Fleet
Management
Solutions
School Transportation

Real Time Visibility Of Student Transportation
 Student Safety

 Fleet Safety

Monitor and track students who are taking school
buses to or from school to ensure their safe travels
and alert parents if they were not accounted for

Manage drivers and vehicle maintenance in real-time
to ensure that drivers are abiding to the rules of the
road and that vehicles will not breakdown

 Route Management

 Tracking Visibility

Ensure optimized routes are being taken while
transporting students to minimize excess and
frequent stops

Track the location of vehicles as well as students,
to provide parents notifications for when buses are
expected at routes or if a student missed the bus
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Top Concerns We Address

Student Tracking

Vehicle Upkeep

Monitor when and where students get on or
off the bus by tracking whether the individual
scanned their personal NFC reader

Manage vehicle health remotely with total
visibility of sudden mechanical concerns or
upcoming maintenance to reduce sudden
breakdowns that stop work

Vehicle Tracking

Fleet Optimization

Track the location of buses to provide
parents visibility and updates of when their
child’s bus will arrive at a designated stop

Monitor student ridership to adjust bus
routes and stops to ensure timely and
efficiency trips

Driver Safety

Routing & Dispatching

Monitor the driving behaviour of school bus
drivers to ensure students and children are
kept safe while on the road

Track vehicles routes that are in progress
or expected to allow fleets to add on new
routes for buses not in use
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Improved Visibility For Fleet
Managers And Parents

Bus ETA
Give real-time live location updates of arriving buses
to parent’s mobile apps while easily adjusting and
creating new bus routes

ZenduCAM
Strengthen fleet safety and reduce risky driving
behavior with innovative dash cameras that allow
you to watch live playback of events, see trips and
more

Mobile Dispatch
Quickly review previous, current and future routes
that drivers are assigned and adjust routes based on
driver or vehicle availability to maximize productivity

Geotabs & NFC Readers
Track the location of vehicles and individuals riding
each vehicle when NFC tags are scanned on readers
located within the bus

ZenduMaintenance
Access fault codes, schedule preventative
maintenance, manage inventory and parts, setup custom reports, and access maintenance cost
accounting tools
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We don’t just provide another fleet tracking system.
We are in the business of providing you a solution. Our fleet consultants work with you to understand your
business. We help you implement solutions based on everyday pain areas and industry best practices. Of
course it helps having the industry’s most powerful and reliable GPS vehicle tracking system, but the real
difference is made in our customer service. Let us show you the GoFleet difference.

Implement
an
equipment
maintenance
management program with solutions that analyze
engine data against best practices

 Keep incidents low by using advanced collision
prevention solutions that alert drivers if they are
approaching another vehicle or pedestrian

 Know the real-time location of vehicles and
deliveries with trackers that show visibility of fleets
and customers

 Reduce environmental strain and keep costs low
with fuel management programs that monitor fuel
utilization against industry KPIs

 Integrate smart dash cameras that record not only
the events leading up to an incident, but HD footage
of the driver to monitor for unsafe behaviour

 Measure, monitor and report on nearly anything
with IOX expandability

Learn how we’re changing fleet management at gofleet.com

ZenduMaintenance

ZenduCAM

Automatically generate work orders,
track your parts inventory, schedule
downtime, and more

Leverage connected cameras to
monitor the driving behaviour to
encourage driving habits

Bus ETA

ZenduLearn

Track bus location and provide realtime updates of route information to
mobile apps

Digital training that allows for quick
course deployment, tracking and
personalization

ZenduForms

ZenduWork

Create custom forms with location
recording, geofencing and approval
requirements built-in
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Access all dispatching and work
order tools to increase efficiency
and productivity

 gofleet.com

